
 
Brief

The Research on Creative Economy Center (CIEC, by its acronym in spanish) is a CENTRO Coordination that:
1. Produces new knowledge in creativity, innovation, and foresight field.
2. Strategically disseminates the knowledge generated in CENTRO.
3. Contributes to its users training in creative economy, problem solving, and prospective design.
4. Impacts in public policy in Creative Economy field.

To achieve these goals, CIEC:
- Monitors the participation of CENTRO as part of the National Registry of Institutions and Businesses in 
Science and Technology (RENIECYT) of the National Council on Science and Technology (CONACYT) 
- Develops specific studies in the field of institutional specialty 
- Designs and develops experiences of inspiration and training for other academic as Aalto University,  
Birmingham City University, Philadelphia University, among other institutions.
- Designs standards for the certification of skills in problem solving, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
- Edits Creative Economy, indexed semiannual academic journal.
- Edits CIEC Notebooks, monthly supplement for academic outreach
- Edits memoirs and reports of specialized conference and symposia that CENTRO convenes annually
- Promotes the participation of the talents of CENTRO in specialized forums in Mexico and around the 
world
- Designs experiences of training in problem-solving and prospective for public, private and  
civil organizations, including CENEVAL, CIATEQ, CIDAC, CIDETEQ, Embassy of Chile in Mexico,  
INADEM, Promexico, among others.

Current initiatives: 
- Design of Tomorrow one-year program in prospective for social innovation.
- Mindblower© Certification in problem solving
- Institutional program of Creative Economy for Wikipedia content editing
- Training program Creative Knowledge, in collaboration with City-Lab 
- A creative techniques database
- Participates in different academic and institutional committees, such as: Ecosystem of Design Committee, 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Mexico – France Council, Support Net for CDMX World Design Capital 
2018, among others.
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